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Allyship vs. Anti-Racism
Sometimes used interchangeably but the trend is toward:



Support (them)

vs.

Action (us)

1. SELF
EDUCATION
Talking about
race brings
disunity!

I don’t see
color!

What role can white
people play in
addressing racism? (via
stage 2)

May believe that you are not
racist if you don’t purposely or
consciously act in racist ways.
May believe that racism is
deepened by talking about it.
May be revisiting as a result of
self reflection.

WAYS TO MOVE
FORWARD
Being confronted by active
racism or real world, lived
experiences compared to your
own experiences of white
privilege.
Rejecting the belief that BIPOC
should explain racism to you.
Find resources created by
BIPOC to educate yourself.

2. 2.SELF-REFLECTION
Self-Reflection
May feel defensive, shame or superior when talking
about race
May think it is BIPOC’s role to combat racism but
does acknowledge that privilege is based on bias
and racism. Acts to comfort BIPOCs experiencing
racism.
May need to return to stage 1.
May feel bad for being white, may feel stuck.
Or
May feel that verbal support or donating to racial
causes is enough.

Ways to Move Forward
Learning to tolerate feelings
of guilt or shame instead of
avoiding them can lead you
to the next stage through
Self-reflection.
Finding a way to do the
work of anti-racism helps
you become unstuck. Ex.
Attending a training, joining
an ally’s group, participating
in a protest. (This may
temporarily move you to the
action stage)

Keep working to grow by
addressing the deepest or
last vestiges of bias,
defensiveness or shame.
May lead to a return to SelfEducation to do so.

3. ACTION
True movement
from Ally to Antiracist. Joining
BIPOC in their
anti-racist work
on a range of
levels from
marching, to
deeper work.
Keeps working to
be an anti-racist.

Feels comfortable being a white person working
with BIPOC against systems of oppression. Works
actively to be anti-racist. This may necessitate
returning to earlier stages.*

Embodies antiracism. Takes
assertive action
including
stepping up
and interfering
with racism
while
continuing antiracist work.

* This may also be a person who joins a march or a protest after a major racial injustice.
This person still has stages 2 and 3 to complete but has been moved to act as a means
of becoming “unstuck” in the Self-reflection stage.

Working actively to become anti-racist which
may necessitate returning to stages 1 and or 2.

WAYS TO MOVE
FORWARD
Even after embodying anti-racism there is a
recognition that growth is continual and that
you may need to revisit previous stages as
needed.

